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Dear teachers and trainers,
We are looking for your support! We have two modules which are now available in the
BioComp project ready for testing.
As you may have heard from the project partner in your country, the project makes good
progress, despite the Covid-19 restrictions. From the four learning scenarios, two are ready
for testing: Algae and Setting up a BBE company and the other two are in development: Bio
packaging and Biogas.
We suppose you were not yet involved in the BioComp project from the beginning, it is a
good idea to read the first three newsletters to get up to speed. You can find them on the
website of Open Education Community and also on www.biocompetences.eu. There you
find more general information about the project as well. Results that are more specific can
be found on the Navigator: www.navigator.biocompetences.eu.
You want to start right away?
We have placed the individual modules of the learning scenarios "Algae" and "BBECompany" in our Biobased Economy navigator: https://navigator.biocompetences.eu/.
Please go to the corresponding symbol and there you can find the individual modules on
Algae and Setting up a BBE company.
Click on the symbol (e.g. Algae) and continue to follow the chapter "learning material".
Check out the trailer video to learn what you can expect. Below the trailer you can then
open and read the individual modules.

We would love your feedback on the modules! Here are the links to the online
questionnaires:
- Algae: https://forms.gle/wgbYN7FT47ay7Jpk9
- BBE company: https://forms.gle/MXfa5iYXHo6R6Qki9
Filling it in gives us valuable information!
We realize that filling in a questionnaire also has its constraints though. Maybe you have
additional experiences to share, which can be valuable for other colleagues. Do not hesitate
to send us this information as well. That can be in the questionnaire in the open questions,
but you also can send it separately to us (elke.halm@gmail.com, project@hilda.weges.com
and hans.blankestijn@casema.nl). Pictures and videos are welcome as well!
Thanks for your cooperation,
The BioComp team
(Open Education Community contact for the project: frank@openeducation.community)

